


Greetings from Poland

Joanna Jurek with 3c 



Topic: Important professions part.1
KEY COMPETENCES

1. Communication in the mother tongue; 

2.  Digital competence;

3.  Learning to learn;

4.  Social and civic 



Working 
together



The presentation











Presentation about presenting it was an interesting experience. 

During  child’s time at school they  develop a range of skills and 
capabilities (key competencies) that will help them to do well in life.

As well as learning about a variety of subjects, children need to 
learn how to learn, how to think for themselves, think alongside 
others, and be motivated to keep on learning throughout their lives - 
so that they can do well in their world.

 

As for me is about developing the sort of thinking skills that 
children need in the world today.

Information, experiences and ideas.



 Viktoriia Melikhova and second grade students
Kherson secondary school 41, Ukraine.



My sixth and seventh grades students. Kherson 
secondary school 41 Ukraine, Viktoriia Melikhova





 Viktoriia Melikhova and second grade students
Kherson secondary school 41, Ukraine.



Zuzanna Kuc with secondary school 
students





Police man

The main tasks of a policeman are the following:ensuring the observance of the law, maintaining the peace 
and public order in the society;

 the protection and respect of the fundamental freedoms and human rights;

fighting crime;

providing assistance and services to the population in accordance with the legislation in force.

Teacher

üInformally the role of teacher may be taken on by anyone. In some countries, teaching young people of 
school age may be carried out in an informal setting, such as within the family ,rather than in a formal 
setting such as a school or college. Some other professions may involve a significant amount of teaching.

üIn most countries, formal teaching of students is usually carried out by paid professional teachers. This 
article focuses on those who are employed, as their main role, to teach others in a formal  context, such as 
at a school or other place of initial formal education or training.

•



Teacher
üInformally the role of teacher may be taken on by anyone. In some countries, 
teaching young people of school age may be carried out in an informal setting, 
such as within the family ,rather than in a formal setting such as a school or 
college. Some other professions may involve a significant amount of teaching.
üIn most countries, formal teaching of students is usually carried out by paid 
professional teachers. This article focuses on those who are employed, as their 
main role, to teach others in a formal  context, such as at a school or other 
place of initial formal education or training.
•



Lina Kripienė - Klaipėda Liudvikas 
Stulpinas progymnasium - 
Klaipėda/Lithuania



First of all, we discuss about professions 
and their titles in our mother tongue.



Then children colour the pictures of the 
professions. After that they cut their 
pictures.



Finally, pupils make one poster. They write 
the title of the project, stick the pictures 
and write the names of the professions.



Final work



     Typical jobs in Bulgaria



ÇORLU SECONDARY SCHOOL
İREM CEYLAN KANAT

JOBS IN TURKEY



lawyer



accountant



carpenter



tailor



fireman



engineer



butcher



dentist



architeck



hairdresser



artist



vet



gardener



mechanic



nurse



postman



farmer
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Project:,,Just the job”



Police man
The main tasks of a policeman are the 
following:ensuring the observance of 
the law, maintaining the peace and 
public order in the society;
 the protection and respect of the 
fundamental freedoms and human 
rights;
fighting crime;
providing assistance and services to 
the population in accordance with 
the legislation in force.



Teacher
✔Informally the role of teacher may be taken 

on by anyone. In some countries, teaching 
young people of school age may be carried 
out in an informal setting, such as within the 
family ,rather than in a formal setting such 
as a school or college. Some other 
professions may involve a significant 
amount of teaching.

✔In most countries, formal teaching of 
students is usually carried out by paid 
professional teachers. This article focuses on 
those who are employed, as their main role, 
to teach others in a formal  context, such as 
at a school or other place of initial formal 
education or training.
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Mesut Naçar

Kışla Mahmut 
Likoğlu Secondary 

School



I           books.

Job: writer

write



I           houses.

Job: builder

build



I            English.

Job: teacher

teach



I           a lorry.

Job: driver

drive



I           offices.

Job: cleaner

clean



I         football.

Job: football player

play

Job: footballer



farmer



doctor



dentist



designer



manager



decorator



photographer



receptionist






